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PH INTERNAL PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDS

PH3 PRINTS

PH3/1 PHOTOGRAPH of Suttons large portable show stand, Birmingham 1898

PH3/2 PHOTOGRAPH of Suttons bulb room, Market Place premises 1899

PH3/3 PHOTOGRAPH of Suttons carpenter shop c1900


PH3/5 PHOTOGRAPH of Suttons vegetable seed order Room at Reading c1900

PH3/6 PHOTOGRAPH of gifts for troops in Capetown being packed in one of Suttons sheds c1900

PH3/7 PHOTOGRAPH of a display of some of Suttons vegetables in one of their sheds c1900

PH3/8 PHOTOGRAPH of Suttons Football Club 1903
Left to Right
Back row - H Heskins, A H Shorter, J White, A J Hawes, F C Eady.
Front Row - A Maskell, F M Bowery (Hon. Sec.), S W Yaxley (Sub Captain), W J Allen (Captain), H B Martin, C H Aust, F Palmer
PH3/9  PHOTOGRAPH of Suttons seed trial ground from Suttons catalogue (Colour)  1930

PH3/10  PHOTOGRAPH of Suttons seed trial ground from Suttons catalogue (Colour)  1930

PH3/11  PHOTOGRAPH of Suttons trial grounds showing a barn, Southern railway and the rear of the houses in Liverpool Road  1930  (14 May)

PH3/12  PHOTOGRAPH of Suttons trial grounds showing Shepherd’s Hill and the foreman’s house  1931  (18 Jul)

PH3/13  PHOTOGRAPH of Suttons trial grounds facing London Road. The lettuces in the foreground are the type “Milly Forcing”  1934  (22 Jun)

PH3/14  PHOTOGRAPH of Suttons trial grounds showing Southern railway and the rear of the houses in Liverpool Road  1935  (11 May)

PH3/15  PHOTOGRAPH of four men, one of whom is holding a wheelbarrow containing swans. The men from left to right are Mr Bosher the King’s Swanmaster, Charlie Franklin of Suttons (holding wheelbarrow), Jim Hodge of Perry & Cox (with bicycle) and Ted Young of Suttons.  c1930’s

PH3/16  PHOTOGRAPH of Suttons seed testing laboratory  c1930’s

PH3/17  PHOTOGRAPH of Suttons vegetable seed room at their Market Place premises  c1930’s

PH3/18  PHOTOGRAPH of a Suttons seeds ready for export being loaded onto a train at the Vastern Road goods yard  c1930’s

PH3/19  PHOTOGRAPH of Southcote Manor part of the grounds of which were used by Suttons for cabbages and other vegetables.  c1930’s

PH3/20  PHOTOGRAPH of the barn at Suttons trial grounds with glass bell cloches in the foreground  c1930’s

PH3/21  PHOTOGRAPH of lorries loading at Suttons southern entrance in Abbey Square, Reading  c1950

PH3/22  PHOTOGRAPH of lorries loading outside the large four storey grass warehouse at Suttons Market Place premises in Reading  c1950
PH3/23 PHOTOGRAPH of lorries outside a building that had been Suttons stables and was later used as a garage 1959 (3 Jul)